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Abstract
Vehicles are allowed to generate and broadcast messages about road conditions, such as traffic congestion and
accidents to nearby vehicles in Vehicular ad hoc networks (VANETs). These kinds of messages may improve
road safety and traffic efficiency of neighboring vehicles. However, messages generated by vehicles may not be
reliable. Then propose the secure algorithm through a novel announcement system. The neighboring vehicle
utilizes this information within a seconds through the SHA1- RSA algorithm and be aware form the road
conditions. The reputation system is to find the evaluation of the reliability of the message is based on the digital
score which is stored in the server.

I. INTRODUCTION
A vehicular ad hoc network is formed by
roadside infrastructure and mobile nodes embedded
within vehicles which are connected in a selforganized way. Active research in VANETs is
demonstrated by numerous papers in the academic
literature VANETs allow vehicles to generate and
broadcast messages about road conditions, such as
traffic congestion, accidents and road conditions. We
call these kinds of messages road-related messages
and a scheme that facilitates vehicles to generate and
broadcast road-related messages an announcement
scheme. Broadcast of road related messages may help
vehicles to be aware of the situation ahead of them
and, as a result, may provide a safer driving
environment. In addition, it also has the capability to
improve efficiency of traffic on road networks.
However, these benefits can only be realized if the
road-related messages generated by vehicles are
reliable.
Here say that a message is reliable if it
reflects reality. Unreliable messages may result in
various consequences, for example journey delays or
accidents. Unreliable messages may be the result of
vehicle hardware malfunction. For example, if a
sensor in a vehicle is faulty then the messages
generated based on the information provided by the
faulty sensor may be false. Unreliable messages can
also be generated intentionally. For example, some
vehicles may generate and broadcast false road
congestion messages with the intention to deceive
other vehicles into avoiding certain routes. In the
extreme case, unreliable message may lead to injuries
and even deaths. Hence, evaluation of the reliability
of vehicle-generated Messages is of importance in
VANETs.
In a large VANET environment, vehicles are
assumed to have a weak trust relationship with each
other. Vehicles decide whether to rely on a message.
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Here address this problem by proposing a novel
reputation based announcement scheme for
VANETs. The reliability of a message is evaluated
according to the reputation of the vehicle that
generates this message. A message is considered
reliable provided that the vehicle that generates the
message has a sufficiently high reputation. The
reputation of a vehicle is represented by a numerical
score. This reflects the extent to which the vehicle
has announced reliable messages in the past. It is
computed based on feedback reported by other
vehicles. Feedback contains a numerical score
representing the feedback reporting vehicle’s
evaluation of the reliability of the message. The score
is collected, updated and certified by a trusted party.
The reputation score evolves, as time elapses, based
on the reliability of messages that the vehicle
announces. Vehicles tend to give positive feedback
for reliable messages. This increases the reputation
score. Meanwhile, a reputation score decreases when
negative feedback is reported.

II. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
In Existing system, Opinion Piggybacking,
Role-Based trust, Majority-Based trust mechanism
are used to find the reliability.
A) OPINION PIGGYBACKING
A vehicle generates a message and
broadcasts it to neighbouring vehicles. A receiving
vehicle will append its own opinion about the
reliability of the message, which may be based on the
content of the message or the aggregated opinions
already appended to the message. Upon receiving a
message, a vehicle is required to compute and
aggregate previous opinions appended to the message
before it decides and generates its own opinion. This
may create a computational burden on receiving
vehicles.
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B) ROLE-BASED TRUST
Rolebased trust exploits certain predefined
roles that are enabled through the identification of
vehicles. For example, vehicles may have more trust
towards traffic patrol or law enforcing authorities
compared to other vehicles. To avoid impersonation
attacks, each vehicle is required to possess a
certificate that includes its name, role and public key,
issued by a trusted authority for authentication
purposes.
C) EXPERIENCE BASED TRUST
Experience based trust is established based
on direct interactions: a vehicle determines who to
trust based on how truthful they have been in their
past interactions it also requires vehicles to store
information regarding vehicles that they have
encountered in the past.

III. PROPOSED SCHEME
KEY
REPUTATION
CERTIFICATE
RETRIEVAL:
In this phase, a vehicle retrieves its latest
reputation certificate from the reputation server.
When a vehicle Vb drives into wireless
communication range of an access point, it retrieves
its own reputation certificate from the central server
via the access point as follows:
Vb sends its identity idVb to the server via the
access point. The reputation server generates a
reputation certificate C for the vehicle, where:
C = (idVb , pkVb , tc, rsVb ,σ);
In which tc denotes the time when C is generated and
it is obtained from the reputation server’s clock, rsVb
denotes the reputation score of Vb at time tc, and σ
= Sign1(idVb , pkVb , tc, rsVb )skS denotes a
digital signature using the algorithm(SHA1withRSA)
Sign1 and private key skS on (idVb , pkVb ,tc, rsVb
).
The reputation server sends C to Vb via the
access point. Once Vb obtains C, it stores the
reputation certificate locally. Previously obtained
reputation certificates can then be deleted.
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Here Vb generates a road-related message
and broadcasts it to its neighboring vehicles. This is
described as follows:
The trusted hardware retrieves the current
time tb from its embedded clock and generates a time
stamped signature Ø, where
Ø=Sign2(tb,H(m))skVb
and Vb outputs tb and Ø. Vb forms a message tuple
M, where:
M = (m, tb, Ø, C);
and Vb broadcasts M to its neighboring vehicles.
Message Reliability Evaluation:
Upon receiving the message tuple
M = (m, tb, Ø, C),
a receiving vehicle Vr performs the following
procedure:
Vr checks:
Whether ζ ε C is valid, by using the
verification algorithm Verify1 and the public key of
the reputation server pkS
If all checks are positive, then vehicle Vb is
considered to be reputable. Message m is thus
considered as reliable.
Feedback Reporting:
When vehicle Vr has its own experience
about the event that the message m describes, it is
able to judge the reliability of the message. Then if
Vr wants to report feedback to the reputation server,
it performs the following procedure.
The trusted hardware retrieves tr from the
tuple (tr, Ø) that was previously stored during the
message reliability evaluation phase, computes a
message authentication code (MAC) value δ, where:
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σ= MAC(idVb , idVr , fr , tb, tr,H(m), Ø)mkVr ;
and the trusted hardware then outputs tr and δ.
Vr forms a feedback tuple F, where:
F = (idVb , idVr , fr ,tb, tr,H(m), Ø, σ):
We say that F is positive feedback if fr = 1 and
negative feedback if fr = 0.

scheme to reflect the potentially different reputations
of human drivers and vehicles separately. In the
current scheme a message broadcast by a vehicle is
only utilized by its neighboring vehicles.
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Increases from 100 to 500 vehicles in the
selected road network of ten square kilometres. This
is reasonable because more feedback tends to be
reported for a vehicle
in a vehicle-dense road network.
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